Across
1. A September tradition
4. Adjective for our next big trip
8. We made it two nights! Because we had no option location
9. Causes salivation
11. How much I love you
13. Hours of bonding time
14. Wooden friend
18. Favorite tacos
19. Our largest collection
20. Once a year is the limit
22. Third member of our family
26. Home state of the first movie we have ever seen
27. Favorite getaway
31. Fudge Brownies....
32. French, touching, but can't touch
34. "I now pronounce you man and wife"
35. Cozy during the winter
36. What you mean to me
39. Enjoyed each other, but not the place
40. Analogous with Chris and Lauren
41. Chris' favorite thing about Lauren
42. What many of our memories revolve around
43. A hobby to renew
44. Stinky
45. Where it all began
46. Yummy jars
48. Only one brand for my babe

Down
1. Around the neighborhood
2. How we ended up in Grand Junction
3. First date
5. State that is round and both ends, and hi in the middle
6. Grass umbrellas, people watching, favorite cup
7. 1.3 miles as the crow flies
10. Insignificant Holiday, with a ton of significance
12. Favorite treat
15. A salad that defeats the purpose
16. Our winter past time
17. A shared conference
21. Honeymoon
23. Large barrier of first year married
24. Our first movie together
25. Garage is being taken over by.
28. Too small and filled with style
29. How many boxes? Serious debate at store
30. Hops, Can and pickles
33. Shaky knee and a leg cramp
35. First trip we ever took
37. Waited for 7 months
38. Our shared passion, brought us together
39. Can never last two nights
49. New hobby